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Introduction

Non-state actors in international law: oscillating between concepts and dynamics

Jean d’Aspremont

From the vantage point of international law, the role and status of non-state actors, despite being the objects of much scholarly attention, remain a topic of significant complexity, for they simultaneously raise conceptual as well as dynamic issues. On the one hand, even though the current legal system can accommodate more of the contemporary developments than what we often suggest, it is true that non-state actors’ activities (and the normative outcomes of their actions) cannot entirely be caught by the ‘net’ that international legal scholars have fabricated to catch reality, and definitely do not fall under the existing formal categories of the discipline of international law. On the other hand, non-state actors shed new light on the dynamics of international law-making and international law-enforcement, which have long been underestimated in a state-centric normative system. These two types of theoretical difficulties are rarely approached simultaneously. Scholars only take on one of them at a time. This is hardly surprising, for each of these issues rests on radically different perspectives. Yet, these two different logics cannot be severed completely, as the dynamics of law – and especially those of law-making and law-enforcement – necessarily unfold against the backdrop of an existing normative system which, however one conceptualizes it, cannot be empirically denied. It is this abiding tension between dynamics and concepts that the title of this book – which otherwise could sound contradictory – illustrates. More specifically, it points to the tension – at the heart of the volume – between the dynamic idea of participation and the static concepts of subjects, personality, rules and responsibility inherent in any legal system.

1 A preliminary conceptual difficulty: the impossibility of a formal ascertainment of authors and addressees of international legal rules

The appellation ‘international law’ conveys the idea that international law is exclusively delineated by virtue of the actors among which it applies. Yet, nothing is more misleading. Indeed mainstream theories, despite
some contemporary endeavours to move away from a source based conception of international law,\textsuperscript{7} still elevate the – allegedly formal\textsuperscript{8} – sources of international law as the litmus test to ascertain international law.\textsuperscript{9}

Nowhere is the author of the rule the paramount and direct yardstick to identify those rules that make international law. This is hardly surprising. The identification of subjects of international law has inextricably remained immune from any formal capture, which is as much the cause and the consequence of the utterly political nature of subject-identification processes on the international plane. For instance, as far as the identification of states is concerned, international law continues to be dependent on recognition. International legal scholars – who classically resent such political contingencies – have nonetheless long tried to convince themselves that the determination of the subjects of international law is, to some extent, governed by international law.\textsuperscript{10} This has been the illusion at the heart of the scholarly construction of the three (or four) elements-theories of statehood. Although it is true that some international legal rules, like those pertaining to self-determination, human rights and democracy may occasionally impinge on the formation of new subjects and the gender of the new born,\textsuperscript{11} this illusion – which I call the ‘Montevideo mirage’\textsuperscript{12} – has not sufficed to formalize the identification of the subjects of international law and rein in the politics of subject-certification.

This impossibility to formally certify the existence of subjects of international law, the overarching determinative role of recognition and the illusion of formalism behind the theories of statehood probably explain why some – somewhat dissident – scholars put forward the idea that subject-identification, as a scholarly inquiry, should be abandoned. In particular, scholars affiliated with the policy-oriented school of New Haven came to thwart the relevance of a formal determination of the subjects of international law. They call upon legal scholars to back away from any quest for a determination of the subjects of international law (and the correlative concept of legal personality) and, rather, to embrace the – far more complex – idea that what should be looked at are the \textit{participants} in the process of international law-making. They argue that the static concept of subject is too restrictive to encapsulate the multiple dimensions of that process and that a more dynamic concept like that of participation is needed to unravel these various fluxes in which law originates or which it contributes to generate. It is well known that the invitation to look at participants rather than subjects made by these scholars did not come out of the blue. It was inherent in their presupposition that law is primarily a comprehensive process of decision-making rather than a defined set of rules and obligations.\textsuperscript{13} If law is envisaged as a process, scholars are brought to observe a more complex field of inquiry that requires a different type of sophistication and more dynamic concepts, like that of participation.

It should be made clear that looking at international law from the vantage point of participation is, however, not inherently linked to New
Haven. That one disagrees with the idea that law exclusively is a process
and embraces a more traditional view that law primarily is a set of rules
does not prevent him or her from exploring law-making from the vantage
point of participation. Unsurprisingly, numerous scholars have tried to
reconcile the process based approach of the New Haven School and more
static conceptions of international law.\textsuperscript{14} For my part, I have backed away
from the rejection of formal ascertainment of international legal rules
associated with process based conceptions of law.\textsuperscript{15} Yet, I undoubtedly
recognize the added value of approaching law-making from the angle of
participation, for exploring this angle allows legal scholars to liberate
themselves from some excessively constraining containers\textsuperscript{16} in order to
appraise contemporary practice while simultaneously gaining some critical
distance. Although participation is certainly not a legal concept, it is of
great relevance to international legal scholars, even those who are mostly
interested in the legal product of these processes. It is also relevant to how
one should understand the title of this volume – which is directly bor-
rowed from the vocabulary of New Haven – as well as the thoughtful fore-
word kindly written by Michael Reisman. They are meant to indicate that
the hindsight provided by a participants based outlook is indispensable to
a critical reflection upon the contemporary features (and the legal issues
inherent therein) of international law-making.

It should again be made clear, however, that the participation based
outlook of this volume is not at loggerheads with scholarly inquiries about
legal personality, law and non-law or bindingness.\textsuperscript{17} Although there is
some merit in looking at law-making from the angle of participation, law
primarily remains a set of norms, which like other social norms, need to
be ascertained at some point in the process between their creation and
their enforcement. The ascertainment of international legal rules and the
determination of their effects simultaneously require formal categories to
ultimately determine those bound by the rules or those who have a legal
interest in the application of the rules.\textsuperscript{18} This is why the title of this book,
while putting the emphasis on participation still refers to the existing legal
system into which the rules created by these underlying participatory
fluxes insert themselves. As was already indicated earlier, the apparent
contradiction between the dynamic concept of participants and the static
concept of legal system is thus purposefully aimed at indicating that par-
ticipation necessarily takes place against the backdrop of existing rules\textsuperscript{19}
and institutions.\textsuperscript{20}

2 Contemporary dynamics: an unabated pluralization of
international law-making

The appellation ‘international law’ does not teach us anything as to how
international law is commonly identified, nor does it include any pointer
as to who makes international legal rules. Classically, it has always been
various - international law-esses weathered estranged from the classical international law- at formal elsewhere, procedures myriad last incrementally less public French deemed, as a result, the classical international law – especially among French-speaking scholars. Since its inception, the making of modern international law has nonetheless weathered a growing *ratione personae* pluralization and states have incrementally been joined by other actors in the law-making processes. Indeed, states have ceased to be (perceived as) the only actors in charge of international law-making. While not being an utterly new phenomenon, this *ratione personae* pluralization of international law-making has, over the last few decades, reached an unprecedented degree. It is uncontested nowadays that law-making processes at the international level involve myriad actors, regardless of whoever may eventually formally hold the rights and obligations created thereby. In fact, normative authority is no longer exercised by a closed circle of high-ranking officials acting on behalf of states, but has instead turned into an aggregation of complex procedures involving non-state actors. This is not to say, as I have argued elsewhere, that these new actors have turned into new legal subjects or formal law-makers. It simply means that public authority is now exercised at the international level in a growing number of informal ways which are estranged from the classical international law-making processes.

It is true that international law-making has also undergone other types of pluralization. For instance, international law-making processes have also weathered a diversification of the types of instruments through which norms are produced at the international level, a diversification which has been perceived as either the reflection of a healthy pluralism or a daunting fragmentation. While not underestimating these types of pluralization of international law-making processes, and not excluding that these various types of pluralization may reinforce each other, this book is primarily concerned with the pluralization *ratione personae* of law-making processes and the unprecedented degree of involvement of non-state actors in international law-making processes.

The abovementioned types of pluralization of norm-making at the international level – and especially the growing participation of non-state actors – should certainly not obfuscate the fact that states have retained a very strong grip over global law-making processes. As has been argued by some authors, the pluralization of law-making processes is not necessarily leading to a retreat of the state. On the contrary, in at least some contexts, states have expanded their clout. Such a reinforced state dominance may take various forms. First, it may be the result of more intensive law-making activity through the classical state-centric convention-making system. This is also manifest in the unprecedented resort to existing institutional law-making mechanisms within international organizations where states still
wield a sweeping clout and, in particular, a more frequent use by states of the UN Security Council to create wide-ranging and binding rules.\textsuperscript{31} But the renewed dominance of states over international law-making processes is not only the upshot of a greater use of the classical channels of law-making. The emergence of new forms of law-making, outside the normal abovementioned blueprints, also contributes to reinforcing the dominance of states. It is well known that nowadays individual government agencies and actors negotiate directly with their foreign counterparts and that these intercourses are the source of new regulatory frameworks. These transnational regulatory networks (TRNs) have already been the object of much attention in the literature.\textsuperscript{32} TRNs illustrate how the power of states has been thriving outside traditional law-making frameworks. This pluralization of the exercise of public authority first originates in the fact that the state itself may be undergoing an internal diversification of its organization and of the allocation of powers within its machinery.\textsuperscript{33} But this can also be traced back to a deliberate attempt by states to design norms or standards outside the classical law-making processes\textsuperscript{34} with a view to escaping the rigidity as well as the – although limited – accountability constraints that accompany formal rules of international law.\textsuperscript{35} Whatever its origins, the pluralization of the exercise of public authority at the international level can also be construed as a reinforcement of states’ powers, for it allows states to be even more present and influential, even in areas traditionally adverse to it and without being subject to accountability mechanisms.\textsuperscript{36}

Contemporary international law-making is thus undergoing developments which, at first glance, could be seen as going in opposite directions. Yet, it is argued here that there is no necessary contradiction between the unprecedented involvement of non-state actors in law-making processes and this continuous state dominance over these processes. These two simultaneous phenomena may simply reflect an unprecedented complexity. It is precisely on how we capture this complexity that this book tries to shed some light, arguing that the manner in which we construe the phenomenon of non-state actors mirrors the way in which we approach the complexities of contemporary international law, and especially those pertaining to its making.\textsuperscript{37}

Although the greater involvement of non-state actors first begs the question of its impact on law-making, it must eventually be emphasized that this phenomenon also bears upon the content of international legal rules. In particular, these non-state actors – while being increasingly involved in law-making processes – have also become the object of more and more regulations.\textsuperscript{38} They have simultaneously also entered into formal relations with traditional actors. This is why any inquiry about non-state actors inevitably calls for an examination of the consequences of this pluralization in law-making processes in terms of the content of international legal rules as well as the conceptualization of the relations between these actors and traditional actors like states and international organizations.
A sketch of the literature: from the positivistic study of the rights and duties of legal subjects to the multidisciplinary examination of international law-making and law-enforcement processes

Although the involvement of non-state actors in law-making processes is anything but new, international legal scholarship has, until recently, shied away from paying much attention to that phenomenon. This is hardly surprising. As was alluded to above, the dynamics of international law-making – including the material sources of international law – have long been deemed as falling outside the scope of scholarly legal inquiry. In other words, for a long time, international law-making processes were never the object of much scholarly attention. International legal scholars traditionally zeroed in on the identification of the subjects of international law, the products of their normative intercourses and the consequences of non-compliance.

The research agenda of international legal scholars evolved with the rise of international organizations at the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century. Likewise, with the advent of the law of armed conflict and subsequently international humanitarian law and human rights law, the question of the bindingness of international law upon actors other than states also became more central in the literature. The question of the personality of new actors like NGOs and multinational companies occasionally fuelled some controversy. These new research questions did not, however, spawn a major upheaval of the research agendas which remained centred on questions of legal personality and rights and duties, largely construed as serving an exclusive function. It was not until the abovementioned pluralization of global law-making mechanisms became too salient to be ignored by international legal scholars – frustrated by the difficulty in grasping its various manifestations as well as its distorting effects on traditional legal concepts – that a change in the scholarly legal literature became perceptible.

That change was first buoyed by the aforementioned move towards the study of law-making processes, a move that can partly be traced back to the influence exerted by schools of thought like New Haven or International Legal Process. Indeed, subject to the specific difficulties of treaty-making processes and law-making by international organizations, law-making processes had always been perceived – despite being a common object of study in political science and international relations – as falling outside the scope of legal scholarly inquiries. Once the legal scholarship eventually elevated law-making processes – or standard setting – into a noble topic worthy of scholarly inquiry, its attention became automatically drawn to the participation of actors that do not qualify as formal legal subjects. This is why, in only a few decades, international legal scholars massively delved into the study of the phenomenon of non-state actors. Certainly, this came
at the price of a deormalization of international law-ascertainment criteria, which is not without harmful consequences for the authority and normative character of international law as well as the ability of the legal scholarship to produce meaningful knowledge. Yet, whatever its consequences in terms of the authority and normativity of international law and upon the international legal scholarship, it is this move away from a scholarship strictly centred on static concepts that has allowed the international legal scholarship to focus its attention on this wide range of new participants in international law-making processes. The same is true with respect to their role in law-enforcement mechanisms processes.

Nowadays, the legal literature about these new actors is aplenty. Just over the last few years, three important volumes in the English language have come to complement an already prolific scholarship. This book could thus simply be seen as a penultimate work in an already rich literature. In that sense, it could potentially fuel the current proliferation of international legal thinking. Yet, it is precisely the proliferation of works on the topic of non-state actors which calls for the study that is undertaken here. Because the literature on the topic has come to enshrine endless reams of studies, articles and books, it has become necessary to (partly) take stock of the various trends of legal studies on non-state actors as well as the various theoretical foundations of each of them. Sufficient time has passed to be in a position to take a step back and critically reflect upon the manner in which the core problems spawned by the participation of new actors have been approached by international legal scholars. This book thus aspires to offer a panorama of some of the main important legal questions which arise as a consequence of the multiple new participants in international law-making and law-enforcement processes, while simultaneously attempting to unravel some of the theoretical biases underlying this wide array of legal studies over non-state actors. In pursuing that twofold objective, this book will look at non-state actors both as participants in international law-making and law-enforcement processes as well as objects of regulations. Indeed, as was explained above, the role of non-state actors has not been without influence on the content of international legal rules. Moreover, although it is primarily focused on legal questions and the legal scholarship pertaining to non-state actors, the study undertaken here will not exclude cross-cutting interdisciplinary inquiries (as is illustrated by the various chapters of Math Noortmann who has called for a move away from strictly compartmented in-depth disciplinary studies).

4 The structure of this volume: four main families of cognitive biases

As has just been explained, this book, not only offers a panorama of the most central legal issues inherent in the rise of non-state actors in international law, but also endeavours to expose the diverging approaches taken
by legal scholars when engaging with some of these most challenging legal questions. It should be made clear, however, that in undertaking such a task this book stops short of appraising these multiple cognitive biases. Although any presentation or depiction is, by its configuration or sequence for instance, inevitably opinionated, the aim is not to side with one or the other. Likewise, this book does not attempt to reach any consensus on how this phenomenon should be (or should have been) approached. The aim is, more modestly, to unravel some of the grounds of the disagreements between legal scholars, thereby generating a greater awareness of the theoretical premises that impinge upon the determination of our theoretical and methodological choices when we approach the legal questions triggered by the role of non-state actors in international law.

Four families of biases are mentioned here. There probably are many more. It seems, however, that the following cognitive partisanship suffices to provide some critical distance from the subject-matter while simultaneously offering a good panorama of the central legal problems raised by the role and the status of non-state actors in international law. In each of these families, many more specific perspectives could have been broached. Yet, it suffices for each of them to mention a few. By the same token, there inevitably are overlaps between these various perspectives. Some schools of international law are more prominent in some regions of the world or are followed within some international institutions. In the same vein, some institutional perspectives mirror the perspectives generally espoused in a given branch of international law. These overlaps nonetheless demonstrate the extent to which, when we grapple with legal questions spurned by the participation of non-state actors in the international legal system, we may simultaneously approach them from multiple and interlacing perspectives.

### 4.1 Theoretical perspectives

Part I of the book rests on a distinction between several mainstream schools of thought or theoretical approaches to international law. It is far from being comprehensive, for only a few schools or approaches have been selected. This however suffices to demonstrate that each school of thought or theory conveys a different conception of the role and status of non-state actors inherent to the conception of international law at its heart.

In the very first chapter, I explain why, from a positivist standpoint, the role of non-state actors is of fundamental importance. Despite most of the time being deprived of any legal personality, non-state actors generate a social practice that is very instrumental to the meaning of our law-ascertainment criteria. Using Herbert Hart and Brian Tamanaha’s theories, I show how non-state actors can be a useful source of communitarian
semantics, which can help confer a meaning for the criteria used to distinguish law and non-law.

Thomas Kleinlein explores the significance of the role and status of non-state actors in the light of one of the most successful theories of international law in the contemporary international legal scholarship, that is the constitutionalist approach to international law. After giving a short account of the basic features of the constitutionalist approach, he elaborates on the possible interfaces between international constitutionalism and subjects doctrine and shows how the impact of new participants in the international legal system is ambivalent from a constitutionalist perspective. Despite this finding, he attempts to evaluate the extent to which non-state actors can nevertheless be accommodated in a general concept of international legal personality perceived as membership in the global constitutional community. Considering an important objection to international constitutionalism, he contends that, from a normative point of view, participation of affected individuals is a necessary feature of constitutionalization.

The chapter by Jörg Kammerhofer looks at the concept of legal personality from the Pure Theory of Law’s theoretical vantage point, applying it to the debate on non-state actors in international law. The Pure Theory’s view of legal personality on a legal-normativistic basis is applied to international law and then its case is restated with respect to non-state actors. Kelsen’s removal of non-legal or pre-legal elements that adhere to many doctrines and their reduction to the legal core has the salutary effect of showing the positive law in force and unmasking the myths that needlessly complicate international legal doctrine.

In a slightly provocative contribution, Anthony d’Amato ventures a reappraisal of the perspective of the New Haven school. After recalling some of the main features of the New Haven perspective on the actors in legal processes, he formulates, in his distinctive famous style, some critical thoughts on the New Haven take. In doing so, he offers some insights on the various concepts which are subsequently examined by the other authors of this volume.

Math Noortmann, in a contribution that reflects the particular interdisciplinary take that he has been advocating in his work over the last few years, argues that, in order to understand and explain the role and position of all participants in the constitutive process of order and justice at the world level, we need inclusive concepts and theories. Internationalism is considered to defy that inclusiveness, as it is built upon the hegemonic position of the state. There are three potential solutions to the problem, which are all built upon existing approaches and theories, and which all assume a trans-disciplinary understanding of the problem. They are to elaborate the concept of transnationalism, to revisit and overhaul the concept of ‘participants’ as suggested by the policy-oriented approach, and/or to design a new sociology of international law and international relations.
4.2 Regional perspectives

Part II aims at demonstrating that the understanding of the role and status of non-state actors also is fragmented along regional lines. Only a few regional perspectives have been selected. Additional research will need to be carried out regarding regional traditions that are not examined here.

In his contribution, Nicolas Leroux shows that the question of legal personality has always been central in the French legal scholarship. French legal scholars have always approached the phenomenon of non-state actors through the prism of international personality. While contending that focusing on legal personality makes it difficult to capture some realities, such as the normative influence of non-state actors, Leroux argues that many insights can still be reaped from studying the question of non-state actors from the vantage point of legal personality. However, Leroux argues that, to remain meaningful, the yardstick of legal personality that infuses the French legal scholarship ought to be refreshed.

Rémi Bachand takes on the challenging task of providing some critical thoughts on the American legal scholarship. Although the wide diversity of approaches to non-state actors taken in the American legal scholarship does not allow any comprehensive account, he identifies some important scholarly projects and their distinctive takes on non-state actors. Although not ignoring Anne-Marie Slaughter’s government networks studies or Benedict Kingsbury’s global administrative law, particular mention is made of New Haven, the critical studies inspired by David Kennedy as well as Third World Approaches. In doing so, Bachand emphasizes the great heterogeneity of the American legal scholarship, which can be construed as a sign of continuous dynamism.

In her contribution, Tan Hsien-Li outlines the behaviour of Asian states in the international legal order with a special focus on the emerging pattern of a greater contribution by civil society to the creation of human rights norms in the state-centric environment of Southeast Asia. Her approach is mostly empirical, for the legal scholarship in that region of the world has not yet generated a specific understanding of the function and status of these actors. Yet, the practice reported by Hsien-Li already provides a useful bellwether of the greater amenability witnessed in that part of the world to according a place to these new actors in the international legal system.

In his chapter on the Russian legal scholarship, Lauri Mälksoo proceeds from a distinction made by the English school of international relations – between state-centred (Grotian) and individual-centred (Kantian) approaches to international law. After the distinction is laid out, he takes measurements with the ‘barometer’ of the scale of Grotian and Kantian tendencies in the international legal scholarship of contemporary Russia. He then pays attention to the notion of sovereignty in the Russian scholarship, which will help the reader understand where the cautiousness towards non-state actors comes from.
4.3 Institutional perspectives

For the sake of this part, the concept of institution will be used in a very broad sense and will embody bodies as different as international governmental organizations, organs of international organizations, learned societies and NGOs. Part III is premised on the fact that many of these types of entities have been confronted with or decided to engage in relations with non-state actors. It is of great relevance to compare the perspective endorsed by each of these institutions and appraise the extent to which the goals or purposes for which each of them has been established impinge on their understanding of the role and status of non-state actors. Likewise, this part tries to provide the necessary practice to evaluate whether the fact that each of these institutions itself constitutes a non-state actor, and one that possibly participates in international law-making, influences the vision that it defends. This is why each of the contributions in this part will generally follow the same pattern, first evaluating the role and status of the institution concerned before turning to how, in its work, it has construed the role of non-state actors. Attention is paid here to only some of those institutions – in the broad sense – whose contribution to the understanding of the role and status of non-state actors is of particular relevance.

First, Gleider I. Hernández focuses on a selection of the International Court of Justice’s recent contributions to the international law relating to non-state actors. In doing so he shows the extent to which the Court has actively taken part in clarifying the status of these actors. He also recalls the Court’s occasional dalliances with non-state actors within its own judicial process. Eventually, he expresses some thoughts on the desirability of further expanding the participation of non-state actors, in particular international organizations, in proceedings before the Court.

In his chapter on the International Law Commission (ILC), Gentian Zyberi examines how the Commission can itself be considered a non-state actor. He then turns to the substantive work of the Commission to evaluate how the Commission has construed the status and role of non-state actors in some of the topics that have been on its agenda. The work of the ILC relating to non-state actors is separated into three distinct categories, which largely reflect the emancipation of non-state actors from partakers in the international legal system whose conduct could be attributed and give rise to state responsibility to become participants in their own right with ensuing rights and obligations. He also provides some insights on the work of the ILC and the growing need to address certain problems arising in the course of its activity in the codification and progressive development of international law.

François Rigaux zeroes in on one of the oldest and influential non-state actors. He recalls that, created in 1873 in Ghent, the Institut de Droit international – which remains called by its French name – has undoubtedly contributed to the development of some important rules of the international
legal system. Rigaux first offers a sketch of the various evolutions undergone by the Institut and how these evolutions have impinged on the role played by the Institut. He subsequently outlines some of the most important topics that the Institut has delved into, thereby offering some insights on the substantive contribution of the Institut to our understanding of non-state actors. In his endeavour, Rigaux makes use of his rich experience as a member of the Institute.

Guido Acquaviva’s chapter deals with one of the consequences of the proliferation of international criminal tribunals over the past two decades: the increasing interaction between these courts and non-state actors, despite the fact that their founding members did not explicitly envision such a power in the tribunals’ constitutive instruments. He notes that these courts have taken for granted their right to enter into relations with non-state actors, not just by concluding international agreements with them, but also by assuming the authority to request material and, in general, cooperation. On the basis of a few representative examples, he concludes that a new rule of international customary law may be forming, a rule allowing direct interaction between international judicial institutions and non-state entities.

Raphaël van Steenberghe first seeks to offer insights on the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) as an actor itself. He particularly reflects upon the controversial status of the ICRC itself, for it is a particular kind of non-state actor intervening in conflict situations, and on the potential influence of non-state actors such as international organizations, (other) NGOs or private business companies on the fulfilment by the ICRC of its tasks in the field. He then turns to the ICRC’s own position on the status of non-state actors in the context of armed conflicts, and especially the applicability of international humanitarian law (IHL) to those actors. He particularly examines the ICRC perspective on armed groups, such study having been quite neglected in the legal literature, although it is of great importance. In doing so, he offers interesting parallels with Cedric Ryngaert’s subsequent contribution.

Drawing on his knowledge of the International Law Association (ILA), as well as his experience as the chairman of the ILA Committee on Non-State Actors, Math Noortmann provides a short historical overview of the institutional development of the ILA before critically assessing the ILA’s profile on the basis of scholarly opinions and qualifications. He then reevaluates the ILA and its work through the lens of the discourse on non-state actors, i.e. more particularly in the light of the debate on epistemic communities, providing sociological and interdisciplinary insights. He eventually provides a useful overview of the work of the ILA Committee on Non-State Actors.

Gaëlle Breton-Le Goff explains how, especially since 1992, NGOs have gained in importance on the international scene. They have attracted the attention of international lawyers, who began to study their various
impacts on international law. But more than that, NGOs perceive their
role at the international level as actors that can bring about social change
in a state-centric international society. This chapter will explore some
aspects of these avenues.

4.4 Subject-matter based perspectives

It will not come as a surprise that one’s understanding of the role and
status of non-state actors is eventually influenced by the substantive fea-
tures of the area of law concerned. In other words, the conception of the
role and status of non-state actors may also hinge on the content of the
substantive rules at stake. This may first be influenced by the overall func-
tion of the rules concerned. But this may more simply be the result of the
actual role and status of non-state actors within that area of law. The fore-
going means that Part IV will not only contribute to the critical assessment
of the role and status of non-state actors pursued by the book, it will also
simultaneously provide an account of the actual role and status of non-
state actors in practice. Accordingly, Part IV provides a significant empirical
account of the role of non-state actors.

Eric de Brabandere, putting the emphasis on multinational corpora-
tions, examines the debates pertaining to the role and status of non-state
actors in the light of international human rights law. He shows that multi-
national corporations have had no direct human rights obligations under
contemporary international law. He nonetheless argues that international
lawyers can no longer ignore the increasing role of non-state actors in
international society. His chapter first explores the factual and normative
dimensions of international corporation responsibility for human rights
violations. It then analyses existing mechanisms and new proposals for
enhancing the accountability of transnational corporations, either through
the use of ‘soft’ instruments, domestic jurisdictional mechanisms or
through the extension of international individual criminal responsibility
to corporations. The ultimate goal of this chapter is to demonstrate that to
date no attempt to take on direct international corporate responsibility
has led to the inclusion of corporations as formal participants in the inter-
national legal system.

Cedric Ryngaert starts from the finding that treaties on international
humanitarian law – the Geneva Conventions and their Protocols in par-
ticular – contain binding obligations for non-state armed groups. In his
chapter, he examines how such groups can be bound by such treaties if
they are not formal parties to the treaty. He concludes that the legitimacy
of the binding character of the treaties for non-state actors is bolstered
when states secure the consent of non-state actors to be bound by the trea-
ties through various formal and informal mechanisms. Ryngaert’s contri-
bution insightfully complements that of Raphaël van Steenberghen on the
ICRC, although the two authors disagree on some conceptual questions.
In her chapter Cassandra Steer argues that the role of non-state participants in international criminal law (ICL) is key to the formation of the normative content of this nascent branch of law. According to her, the traditionally primary sources of international law prove insufficient when it comes to determining normative notions such as modes of participation; instead subsidiary sources such as judgments and academic commentaries have become predominant sources. A dynamic description of the process by which such sources are formed by non-state participants, and the fact they are driven by their personal or institutional legal backgrounds, leads to a conclusion that there must be some methodological restraints on this process to protect the legitimacy of the international criminal justice project.

In his contribution, Richard Collins explains why, from the perspective of international organizations – which can themselves be classified as non-state actors – it is so difficult to make any general statements about the place of other non-state actors. Moreover, given the multi-layered character of international organizations and the hybrid character of their legal orders, any finding in this respect remains either ambiguous or limited to the institutional regime concerned. It is against that backdrop that he provides a brief overview of the difficulties that have arisen in coming to terms with the legal identity of intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) since the mid-to-late nineteenth century. He also explain how this impacts upon the legal identity of IGOs through institutional law’s focus on the legal personality of international organizations and especially how IGOs have come to occupy a position somewhere between the inter-state and the non-state.

Nicholas Tsagourias considers the application of the international rules on the use of force to non-state actors. His chapter claims that the customary rule on the non-use of force binds non-state actors as international actors. With respect to forcible responses to uses of force by non-state actors, he claims that states can use force by way of self-defence against states when they are implicated in the activities of non-state actors but can also use force by way of self-defence directly against non-state actors when other states are not implicated therein. In the latter case, any incidental breach of obligation by the acting state is precluded according to the law of state responsibility.

Eric de Brabandere attempts to reevaluate the multifaceted role and involvement of non-state actors in the settlement of international disputes. He especially zeroes in on the active participation of non-state actors in dispute settlement procedures and the position of individuals and corporations as parties in recent investment dispute settlement procedures. His inquiry also includes some thoughts on the role played by NGOs as amici curiae in international proceedings. In doing so, he argues that the diversity of solutions found in practice should entice us to resist the temptation of formalizing the status of non-state actors in international dispute settle-
ment, although it is a natural inclination of scholars to seek to do so. He thereby differentiates himself from the position advocated by Patrick Dumberry and Érik Labelle-Eastough.

Focusing on corporations, which are claimants in the overwhelming majority of investor-state arbitration cases, Patrick Dumberry and Érik Labelle-Eastough revisit the old controversial question of the legal status of corporations under international law. After shedding some light on the main features of international investment law, they examine whether or not corporations may be considered to be subjects of international law in that context. They particularly argue that an entity qualifies as a subject of international law to the extent that it holds rights and is given the possibility to commence a direct claim against a state before an international tribunal, and that these two conditions are clearly met by corporate investors in the context of modern investment treaties.

Makane Moïse Mbengue, in his contribution, explains that international environmental law has been, since its very inception, a fertile ground for non-state actors. The latter were even at the core of environmental protection long before states and international organizations started to shape rules and policies concerning the preservation of natural resources and ecosystems. Based on what he calls ‘a Rousseauist perspective’, his chapter depicts the emergence and evolution of the role of non-state actors in the field of environment protection. It also highlights the legal and institutional mechanics through which non-state actors contribute to the architecture of the ‘environment global partnership’ and have been able to produce self-regulation in order to foster sustainable development.

Penelope Mathew portrays refugee law as a response to a private actor who crosses sovereign boundaries. Her chapter explores some state responses that seek to deflect responsibility for refugees and to reassert sovereign control. It then turns to examine two examples of refugee cases that involve non-state actors and in which refugee status may be wrongly denied: domestic violence cases and exclusions from claiming refugee status. In exclusion cases, the threat of another non-state actor – the terrorist – is sometimes present. In domestic violence cases, the onus is often put back on the state of origin to exercise ‘due diligence’, ignoring the applicant’s well-founded fear of persecution. She uses these examples to show how these refugees tell us something about what they are not, i.e. the state. She concludes that a state’s border is a site where national identity is constructed, often in opposition to those seeking entry. As a result, border control consists of strategies of exclusion and containment that play out in many ways in law and jurisprudence.

Last but not least, Damien Gerard interestingly argues that the participation of non-state actors is part of the essence of the legal order of the European Union. Yet, in his view, the role of non-state actors in the making of EU law and as enforcement agents has evolved significantly in
recent years. His contribution sketches that evolution by means of concrete examples, both transversal and topical, and assesses its achievements and pitfalls in light of the underlying objective thereof, namely that of a quest for renewed legitimacy.

Notes


5 It is Bentham who famously coined the expression ‘international law’ and defined it by reference to its authors instead of jus gentium. In a footnote of his famous work An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation he stated:

   The word international, it must be acknowledged, is a new one; though, it is hoped, sufficiently analogous and intelligible. It is calculated to express in a more significant way, the branch of the law which goes commonly under the name of the law of nations; an appellation so uncharacteristic that, were it not for the force of custom, it would seem rather to refer to international jurisprudence. The chancellor D’Aguesseau has already made, I find, a similar remark: he says, that what is commonly called droit des gens, ought rather to be termed droit entre les gens.


Introduction


8 I have had the opportunity to put the formal character of the main sources of international law into question. See J. d’Aspremont, Formalism in the Sources of International Law: Formal Ascertainment of International Legal Rules after Postmodernism, Oxford: Oxford University Press (forthcoming, 2011).


12 By reference to the famous 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and Duties of States, which, for the sake of the Convention, elaborates on the criteria an entity should satisfy to be considered a state.


16 It has famously been argued by Higgins that legal personality is an ‘intellectual prison’ if one wants to think about international law-making and its various components: Higgins (1995), *supra* Note 14, p. 12.

17 See among others the contributions of Jörg Kammerhoffer, Gleider I. Hernandez Cedric Ryngaert, Raphaël van Steenberghen, Guido Acquaviva, Eric de Brandere, Patrick Dumberry and Érik Labelle-Eastau in this volume.

18 I have argued elsewhere against the radical deformationalization of law-ascertainment which accompanies the policy-oriented jurisprudence. See d’Aspremont (forthcoming, 2011), *supra* Note 8.


22 In the meantime, the publicness of international law and the extent to which international law serves a public interest has underpinned its public character. On this point, see J. d’Aspremont, ‘Contemporary International Rulemaking and the Public Character of International Law’, *International Law and Justice Working Paper* 2006/12, online, available at http://www.ijj.org, p. 5 et seq.


30 See for instance the area of international economic law (e.g. the overhaul of the international economic order through the Final Act of the 1986–1994 Uruguay Round of trade negotiations or the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (adopted 9 May 1992, entered into force 21 March 1994) 1771 UNTS 107).


38 This is particularly the case of Security Council Resolutions. See e.g. UNSC Resolutions 1173 (1998), 1306 (2000), 1343 (2001), 1385 (2001) and 1408 (2002). Some of these sanctions have been accompanied by the creation of specific subsidiary bodies. See for instance the Sanctions Committee created by UNSC Resolution 1267 (1999).


45 This is one of the main ideas of the book by Nijman (2004), supra Note 3, p. 454 et seq.


48 See my chapter on positivism in this volume.

49 See Peters et al. (2009), supra Note 29.


51 See e.g. Peters et al.’s chapter in Peters et al. (2009), supra Note 29, pp. 550–551.

52 I have had the opportunity to evaluate this deformalization of law-ascertainment elsewhere, see d’Aspremont (forthcoming, 2011), supra Note 8.


54 See the legal works mentioned in the multidisciplinary bibliography provided in Peters et al. (2009), supra Note 29, pp. 26–32.